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Each Row of this garden 
contains two answers reading 
from left to right (except Rows 
A and L, which contain one 
answer reading across the nine 
protruding spaces). Bloom 
clues are divided into three 
lists, Light, Medium, and 
Dark; the answers from each 
list should be placed in the 
appropriately-shaded hexagons, 
starting in any space and 
reading clockwise or counter-
clockwise. All three Bloom lists 
are in random order, so use 
the Row answers to determine 
where to plant each Bloom.

ROWS
  
A Garden tool also usable as 

a weapon
B Soldiers who sit in rotating 

domes (2 wds.)
 Short but invigorating 

snooze (2 wds.)
C Furniture outlet on the 

Fortune 1000 list 
(Hyph.)

 1983 Burt Reynolds film 
featuring Jim Nabors 
in a Razzie-winning 
performance (2 wds.)

D Cake that contains a layer 
of apricot jam (2 wds.)

 B-side of the first single 
ever released by the 
Beatles (4 wds.)

E Swift naval vessel designed 
to sink battleships 
(2 wds.)

 Crustaceans whose claws 
are harvested by Florida 
fisheries (2 wds.)

F Winner of a crown (2 wds.)
 “There’s something fishy 

about this” (4 wds.)
G Hard-to-digest food whose 

name starts with the 
German word for 
“break wind”

 Crunchy Tex-Mex offerings 
(2 wds.)

H Operations done on 
standing “patients” 
(2 wds.)

 Where one might hear 
off-color jokes  
(2 wds.)

I “Not too fast, now!” 
(3 wds.)

 Like Ebenezer Scrooge 
before his Christmas 
conversion (Hyph.)

J Spiral-shaped treat from a 
bakery (2 wds.)

 Breed of the world’s 
tallest dog, per the 
Guinness Book of World 
Records (2 wds.)

K “Bird” that sings, to the 
detriment of others 
(2 wds.)

 How grade-schoolers 
might proceed through 
hallways (2 wds.)

L Error-ridden, as a 
computer document

LIGHT BLOOMS

Courthouse schedule
Cocktail party tidbit
Dines at home (2 wds.)
Short film trailer
___ Harum (“A Whiter Shade 

of Pale” band)
Tied to a dock
Sidekick at a police station
“Cat Scratch Fever” singer Ted
Incite (2 wds.)
“Support Our ___” (yellow 

ribbon words)
Composer Prokofiev
Like billiard cushions
Entertainer Lana or Tina
Place to store wine

MEDIUM BLOOMS

“Trapped in the Closet” singer 
(2 wds.)

Utensil used on fruit
Smeared with pitch
Medicine show wares
Read through

Indefinite geographical expanse
Marshes in the Gulf States
Annie star Quinn
Language that “brouhaha” 

comes from
One of Gemini’s “heavenly 

twins”
Make over
 “Mr. ___” (1983 Styx hit)
Zesty ingredient in Thai cuisine
Heavyweight champ Sonny

DARK BLOOMS

Ball of fire
Actress/singer Bernadette
Ottoman palace divisions
Packed (down)
“Prairie Trilogy” author
Reboard the Enterprise (2 wds.)
Screen sharer
Due plus tre
Take away, as privileges
Voter’s paper


